
Amber May
2 reviews

2 months ago

I had the worst experience with Octa Logo 
Web Design and when I explained my situation 
to BravaDesign, they did not hesitate to help 
me. With their help, I was able to have a 
running website again. They are honest and 
definitely recommended.

Call us
501-302-2895

Location
123 E Main St, Heber Springs, AR 
72543, United States

Eric Moore
7 reviews

2 weeks ago

Jason came out himself and made sure we 
got serviced before he went home for the 
day. He stayed late fixing it and was actually 
affordable. We were without AC on a 
extremely hot day and I appreciate their 
quick response.

Five Stars Review

Robin Caradine
1 review

2 weeks ago

In the brutal July heat, my air conditioner gave 
out at 2 AM this morning. Not knowing who to 
call, I left a message with Julian Heat & Air at 
about 3 AM, and after a few hours, they 
promptly called me back and helped me fix the 
air unit quickly. He was on time, pleasant, and 
didn't charge any hidden fees. I would 
definitely recommend this business to anyone 
with air conditioner issues.

Wayne Pugh
 7 reviews

a month ago

The service technician, Matt was very 
professional and very knowledgeable. Matt 
explained everything that needed to be done 
and I was provided options when it comes 
to saving money. I would highly recommend 
Matt and Julian Heat & Air to anyone. And 
lastly Matt, thank you for your Military 
service.

Bob Wenner
6 reviews

3 months ago

Julian Heat & Air did a wonderful job installing 
new WiFi thermostats and performed Spring 
service.  Highly recommend their service tech 
Brent.

Lisa Bomprezzi
2 reviews

a months ago

Technician was fantastic in figuring out 
what was wrong, then explaining how the 
system operated. I would definitely 
recommend this business to for installation 
and repair of heating and air systems.

Curtis Broome
2 reviews

5 years ago

As always, Julian Heat and Air is fast, 
professional and precise. Found the issues 
immediately and repaired and tested in one 
visit! Highly recommend!!

Gary Stubblefield
7 reviews a month ago

I called Julian Heating and Air in the 
morning to repair my heat pump drainage 
line expecting to take at least two days.   
Two very polite Julian service technicians 
had the new drainage line installed 3 hours 
later!!  Julian Heating and Air had set the 
bar for service and professional HVAC 
service 👍

Maria Webb
15 reviews

6 months ago

They sent some out right away when my 
heater started acting up. The technician was 
very friendly and helpful. After working on the 
unit he gave me more information on 
maintaining my unit for peak performance and 
to prevent further issues in the future.

Rachel Julian
1 review

7 months ago

The website they did came out exactly the 
way I had hoped it would, and at a really 
reasonable price for a new startup 
company. Thanks Kash!

Allison Boister
1 review

3 months ago

We were very impressed with the service we 
received! They were professional and took 
their time explaining what they were going 
to do. Thank you guys so much for all you 
guys did!

Email
jason@julianheatandair.
com

Big Dog
1 review

11 months ago

Kyle and Gary did a great job on the install. 
They were professional, kind and efficient. 
They were the best technicians I have ever 
used. They went over and beyond for 
repairs on my new AC unit. I will use them 
again and would recommend them if you 
want a professional install.
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